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CHAPTER I

1

THE PROBLEM

I
i

IntroductiEn and Background
Much has been written to show that there is a positive relationship between the home environment and reading achievement at school

l
I

1

I

(Della-Piana, Stahmann, & Allen, 1968); it is this view of learning
with which this project was concerned.

I Conference (Allen, 1970), it
I stimu:a.~inghome environment

....... -- .
-~-that

At the National Right to Read

. ____________________ .. . . -.. .. . . . . . .-. . . .. . - .

was pointed out that an
:ould

~e]:~--·-~-~~-ldren

~nriching

arid'

become g()od readers;

I~

parents

a-ro-le as educators .... One of the

~ recorrnnendations of the conference was that communities plan programs

I for parents to improve their effectiveness as auxiliary sources to

I help

children in reading.

Toward this end, several communities in

the United States have initiated parent education programs in reading
(Lloyd, 1965; McManus, 1964; Smith, M. B., 1971).
The project reported herein was part of a parent education
program within a middle··class community located in the metropolitan
area of Southern California, with a population of over 13o, ooo (1972).
The median family income of this community is $11,81+5.00, and more
than 16% of the population 25 years and older have attended college
from one to three years, and 73.6% are high school graduates (United
States Census, 1970).

Included in the program was an adult education

course entitled, "Developmental Reading for Parents and Teacher Aids,"
and the publication and distribution of a free parent manual entitled,
Read_i_n~g~----·~A~M~o~s~t

Wonderful Gift, written by this investigator.

It was because the parents in this community were interested in
helping their children improve in reading skills that community
pressure was placed on the local school board for an adult education

1

II
Ii
I
i

2

f program

·-----------~-----------~--------·----------------------------·---·---------~-----~-----1

f

in the field of reading.

When requests were made at board of

education meetings, the board members agreed to proceed with such a

Iprogram.

Hence, the district administration and staff began looking

I

I for

ways to assist the parent to provide opportunities in the home

II which would broaden the reading experiences of

I

their children.

This

investigator's proposal for a manual which would be of immediate bene-

I
I

II
,
i

l

fit to parents, was met with approval from the district administration.;

1

member in this community, serving on the library board of

l

three years, and working as a reading teacher in the

j

I

! As an active
! trustees for
I schools, the
1

I
I.'

1

'

investigator was well aware of the need for further

I

parent education in reading.

!

Statement of the Problem

I

The nature of this project was to develop a manual for parents
which suwmarized the research available to the professional, in a
format which could be easily read and understood by parents in the
community.

Specifically, the pur'pose was to investigate the kinds of

assisfance parents can give their children in order to facilitate
the child's reading skills.

The investigation centered on uncovering

j·· information to answer basic questions in the following problem areas:
i

i

I

I

l\lhat evidence is found in research to support the notion that :
'
the
~~~~
.
.
~:nvi:J;onment
and
family
activities
influence
a
child's
ability
j
I
1.

I

!

I to
ir/1'

:P.!

read?
2.

What typ2s of parent-child interactions influence a child 1 s

<

ability to read cmd his attitude toward reading?
3.

How should thif. infcrmation be presented to the coiPmunity?

The design, format, and language of the manual must be presented in
a way which could be read by all educational levels of the parents
in the community.

l

L

3

,---·-

-·----·-·- ----·------- -------- ... ·---~--- ----··---·--·-----·--------------

Significance of the Projest
The role of the family in facilitating learning has received

~

I

, attention throughout the world, as evidenced in a UNESCO-sponsored

Isurvey

I

(Stern, 1960). - In addition, the International Reading
·~n_,., ..o.~-.··-··<">''"·•

I

'

!Association has recognized the significant role of the parent in the
I

-

development of

I

r'~ading.~l<}lls. (Della-Piana, Stahmann,

& Allen,

19o8).

·:National attention to the importance of reading has made the conununity 1

and individual schools aware of the necessity of the development of

I

I proper reading
II James E. Allen

skills.

I

Former United States Conunissioner of Education,;

(1971), in his address to the Right to Read Sununer

I,

i Institute, stated that three out of ten students in the elementary

lI and secondary schools suffer from reading deficiencies,

Imillions of

students leave school without the desire to read.

The free distribution of an interesting, readable manual for

1

I1

and that

I

parents on how they can· help their children with reading would have a

two-fold effect :

i t would educate parents on specific family

I activ~ties which foster reading
I important role of the family in

development, and would publicize the
the child's learning process.

In

I

i,.addition, many later reading problems could be avoided i f young

l children had a good start on getting ready to read.
! of
I

the manual was its use as a basic outline for. a parent education

I1 class

I Ass
I

A further impact

taught in the community.

i

I

I
u_!l.2li~

I

The basic assumption made herein was that a child's reading gains!
will be significantly correlated with the home environment.

It was

further assumed that there is a positive relationship between parentchild interactions and the child's reading achievement.

i

L-~·~ --

II

4

r-=---~---···-·---~--------·------

I

~finition

1.

-----------·-···-··--····--·-·------·------.--------···

-----------·1

of Terms
A state of mind by which an individual adjusts

Attitude.

to the expectations, demEnds, approvals, and condemnations of others
(Dewey, 1916).
A group of people living together in one

2.

Communi t_y.

3.

Environment:_.

Env~ronmental

All of the circumstances, conditions, and

differences 2 interfamily.

I!
I
I

locality~

forces that affect the existence and development of an individual.
4.

I

I

The ways in which

one home environment is unlike another in such features as family
income, educational level of parents, and social status.
5.

Interaction.

The verbal or non-verbal action between one

or more persons.
6.

!-ianual.

A small guidebook, handbook.

7.

Reading.

Reading is viewed as a developmental process.

"Reading involves the recognition of printed symbols which serve as
stimuli for the recall of meanings

built up through the reader's

past experiences (Bond & Tinker, 1967, p. 22). 1'
1

Scope and Delimitation§ of the Projec.!_

i

The information presented in the project manual was restricted

I•'

II to

the educational levels and interests of the parents in the target

community.

l designed for
!

The manual was not designed for the prof;essional; it was
the parent with a high school diplcma.

Hence, the sirn-

plified style of writing of the manual which was written on an
eighth grade reading level.
The material to be presented was restricted to space and cost
considerations.

However, amplification of the material was offered

to interested parents through the community college evening school.
The first printing of the manual was
7, 000 children.
J

1

distribut~d

to the parents of

Only 1% of the recipients of the manual took advan-

tage of the course.

L. . -.. . . . . .

«--·

- ....

-

........................................................................... - . . . -............................................- - - - - - - -..· - - - - - - · - ...· - - .......

.
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-l

manu~l dea~:-with only one of the many factors which affect a child's ability to

read--his environment and the relationship he has with the members of

II

I his family.

I

! Outline

of the

Remaind~r

I

of the Project

In order to write a manual for parents, the investigator
1 surveyed

I home

I

Iwas
1

the literature pertain:icng to the relationship between the

environment and the reading achievement of children.

designed to answer the following questions in the various chapters

CHAPTER II

I
i

1.

Is there a relationship between a child's environment and

his learning process?

2.

Does a positive correlation exist between the home environ-

I
I ment

and a child's reading ability?

I

i.

I reading
i'"

2.

What types of

parent-::::~:n:::actions influence a child's

ability?
What specific information

would be most beneficial to the

, parents in this particular community?

Ii

I

I
I of
I
i

CHAPT};R IV

1.

What conclusions and recommendations can be made in light

the review of literature?
2.

I

!
l

i

I

of the paper:

I
I

This survey

Ii

What are the implications for further study?

l

------------------------ ··---------------··-·---------·

-----·----,
I

[

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

Ov·erview
The literature reviewed in this chapter was surveyed to answer
two questions:
1.

Is there a relationship between a child's environment and

the learning process?
2.

Does a positive correlation exist between the home environ-

ment and a child's reading ability?
Environment and the Learning Process
The theory that

intel~igence

is fixed at birth has been chal-

lenged by several writers who stress the effects of the environment

I upon
II

I

(Dechant, 1973, p. 41)."

Through studies of the intellectual growth

twins reared apart and the effect of environmental deprivation in

early childhood,

V

"One of the more naive beliefs is

that a student I s academic performance is a function of inate ability

I·· of

i

intelligence and learning.

enviromaent can
1967).

,!t~:J::'.g
she~p~

.is. considerable

~yidence showiJ:l~ ho~

early

.late:r. cognitive abilities (Freeberg & Payne,

Hunt's (1961) conception of learning and intelligence is based

i
I
I

on an informational process dependent upon childhood experiences.

!

Bloom (1964) fou:::td a cumulative deficiency which was the result of

I

the deprived environment of the child.

Vilseck (1964) reported a

functional relationship between socio-economic class and mental age:
the lower the mental age, the high the socio-economic level had to be
for initial learning to read, and conversely.
Vernon (1965), testing 11-year-old boys in England, Jamaica, and
Canadian Eskimos and Indians, correlated ability factors with

6

i

7

I

r:~~~:::.~~~~~-,;:~-~~~:~-:--He-;;:~th:;perce~t~; a~d conce~tua~---l
. ~ ~deprivation during preschool and early school years will result if

) Iparents fail
L~

lbooks.

to answer questions, encourage curiosity, and provide

He found that the most significant influence upon the

ieducational abilities of the 11-year-old boys was the cultural level
I
!of the home (number and quality of books, education of relatives,
jparent interest in education).
1

The linguistic background of the home

and the planfulness of the home were also important factors of general

I

!

jintelligence.
l

Farquahar (1965) cited two University of Chicago doctoral theses

!which found six determiners of the home environment which have an
l

!influence upon learning: (~) parents' aspirations for the child;
,

(!?.) language models in the home; (£.) activities for the family;

.1 (d) availability and quality of educational guidance in the home;

I (:)

1-

nature and quality of toys; (_f) family work habits.

Each of these

I"Environmental Process Characteristics" was scored on a rating scale

I

Jon the basis of an interview with the subject's mother. The sum of the
I
,
!scores was used as the Index of Educational Environment (IEE). The

!

jhighest correlations with overall IEE were obtained on word knowledge

I·· (+.77), reading (+.73), and language (+.68) by the subjects on the

!

i

!Netr-opolitan Achievement Battery.
i

IEnvironmental
I

I

I

"Children tend to become good renders when they grow up in a

I stimulating
,

Determinants
of Rea_ ding Pro_gr~ss
.

-

environment; a home with books and parents who read with

!children (Allen, 1970, p. 6)."

! Piirental
I

There is mounting evidence that

attitudes and thenature of the home environment are impor-

r~-~--·r··

,--,,·...,

i tant determinants of a child's reading progress.

! only
i ever

"Parents are not

their child's first teachers, but the most importaht ones he will

I

-j.

have (Tinker, 19 71, p. 2) ."

Della-Piana, Stahmann, and Allen

I

i (1966) showed a positive influence of parental attitudes and parent

I

L

i

I

..... ··- ....., .. ···- ···-·---···- ··--· ........... ···-- ·- ---·-----· --------- --·---·--··--- ........... ·-- -------------·-----·-···-----------·--------------··---------j

8

r

~:~i~-~--~:-t~-ract~=~--~~::·-~~-=-m~~~:~-r~~~~-:~---~~~-:dditio:~ad;~l96;)-found that when significant adults in a child's life believe he can

; achieve, he tends to do so.
I

!

I

In the early 1960s, several books and articles were written about

1
;

the potential of young children and the importance of the years before

1

the first grade (Bloom, 1964; Hunt, 1961; 1964).

Many environmental

l factors condition a child's rate of development which is necessary for i
i

I the

success in reading.

I children who
I in different

Durkin

(1964) made a longitudinal study about

read before they start school.

I

She studied 205 children

sections of the United States and found that certain

j

generalizations could be made about the families of early readers.

I

::::l:e::ro:h:::e::~::::n:n:h~:w::::i::l:h:~:s:~i::::nw:::mr::d:::ly
age (The books that seemed especially influential were those that the

II children

requested, and which were read many times.); there was a

1

positive influence by the sibling.s of these children; and early

II

readers were encouraged to write at an early age.

1

!

Studholme (1964) conducted a three-month, six-meeting group
I
I
I guidance for mothers of boys who were reading two-to-five years below
rgrade level.

The boys who were reported as making the greatest

I

I reading gains were the ones whose mothers attended most of the
meetings.

The study pointed up the need for maintaining a parent

education program.

I
I

A child's facility with the language has been identified by
wnipple (1964) and Dechant (1973) ~~~A"~_!l:.~.i.JJ1.PC>I.1:ant de.t.er.mii1al'lJ; to a

I child's reading achievement.
\O.•c,

In addition, Bing (1963) and Hess (1965)

>

found that the mother's interaction with the child plays a very
important role in the development of cognitive skills.

Bing (1963)

II
!

I
1

I!

found that mothers of high verbal children provided more verbal
stimulation in early childhood, remembered many of the child's early

I accomplishments, were critical of poor acadenlic achievement, provided
l.__._ ,. •~-•••"•«••

• ''"" •

•-- • • ••••-•• -•• •••

>-•

•• •

••••• •

-.-~--- ••-•"•••-•~••••••••••-

-•••'•'v•••-·•

--• •

-·--•••-•••«•-•• •••••••-•-•>••-•

-~··-··--···-~-·~--·-·---~•-•••-·~ •··~-·-•-<"<'•·--~-··•--••·-•••-

• -••'

---------------the child with more storybooks, and let him take a greater part in
mealtime conversations.

Time spent in reading to the child by the

father was associated with high verbal scores of girls only.

Mothers

1
of high verbal children provided more assistance voluntarily, were

ll

1

j quicker to give requested assistance, and pressured the child more for

!

!competence.

j

I

I

Brown and Deutch (1965) identified specific variables of the
I
ihome environment which correlated significantly with reading grade-

I level
I1 the
!

scores.

These variables were:

extent of the child's schooling;

(~) parental aspirations for
(~)

I

1

I

the child's entry into con-

lversations with adults at mealtime; (S) cultural activities of the

i

! home.

Mumpower and Riggs (1970) found a positive relationship between

Ii over-achievement

ITest and
Iparents.

on the Word Accuracy Score of the Gilmore Oral Reading

I

the reports in' case folders indicating home pressure by

I? Sweden, Malmquist (1958) identified factors relating the first !
I'

grade reading achievement and persisting through grade four:

!. mother

1

l

(~)

I

!

s education; (~) family income; (£) numbe1.· of books in the

i
! home; (d) visual perception of letters and numbers of the child; (e)
i

-

i personality

l

.

traits of the child.

Reports have been made of several successful pa:rent education

1

l programs which resulted
•

Ients

in reading gains for the children whose par-

I

participated in such programs.

Regal (1964) reported on a pro-

I

i gram which resulted in reading gains for the experimental group
I

! children.

I
J

preschool

Den vet·' s beginning reading project involving parents in
programs yielded positive results (Brzeinski, 1964).

\

In

I the Denver program, experimental group children showed significantly

I

) greater gains over the control group in letter names and sounds, sight

Iword recognition,
J

approach.

L_ -···-·-- .

and ability to identify words by using a phonetic

l

. ... "..... , _____ ...... ·-- .""'""' ' ' "'"" """ ..... "''"""" -----------·"· ···--------~---------------------------- J

r\

/

to

/rJ
,j·

/ / ()
/}

.n ,_

.

~-rr../-f,/---.. -·---;~·-~----···---------------------·-·--··--~-·-----·---------------

v'h
/
Silinmary /

·-·------·

The literature on the subject of parent-child interaction in the
reading process is abundant.

The many specifics mentioned in this

section show a positive correlation between parental attitudes and
home environment with reading achievement.

This being true, it seems

important to consider what may be done to influence large numbers of
parents to provide the necessary stimulation and encouragement which
is essential to their child's reading progress.

Therefore, this

project, a manual for parents on how they can provide the environ1

ment necessary for their children's reading success, was developed.

j

Chapter III of this paper will discuss the rationale for the items

l included

in the project manual.

I

Ii

I
I
i

I

I

I

r
I

I
i

\

I
i
'

l.~.-~-·~.T-<---•--><._,~, -•-••-
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CHAPTER III

RATIONALE

Overview
This chapter presents a rationale for the major sections of the
project manual (see Appendix A),

~R~e~a~d~i~n~g~·~~~A~M=o~s~t~W~o~n~d~e~r~f;~u~l~G~i~f~t.

The theme of the manual was gifts which parents can._give their child
which facilitate the child's reading progress in school and his
general atbitude toward reading.

Therefore, the subheadings of this

chapter correlate with the major headings of the manual:
"Give Him \\fords, A Very Special Gift" (Family activities

I.

which foster language development.)

I

2.

"Give Him Expe.riences to Talk Aboue'

3.

"Give Him Books"

4.

"Give Him a Good Model to Imitate"

5.

"Give Love, Encouragement, and Attention"

6.

"Physical Factors Affect Reading" (Parental responsibility

1..

for proper physical development.)
"Give Him Words.l..-A Very Special Gift"
P~aget's

work (Ginsburg & Opper, 1969) suggests that beginning

to read is an integral part of the total language development of the
child, which it

follows, would require a home atmosphere where

language, both verbal and written, provides purposeful communication

I
I
!

between family members (Lloyd, 1965; Smith, N. B., 1968; Tinker, 1971).i

//

--/
.~-

~

i

"The first steps in introd_y~~l?8... e.~~.h~!~to reading and in assuring his '

--

'·• •• -.•, •

~« ~"~

,,,-, •

•r·

',-r•- • ·'-'"

•

••

• • •

• - .,•.

''•

• - • ••: •

C. •

:•.;-;~:

,. -

l success in reading is t()._,provide him with an adequate development in
i .. -·

j ~!.~~~£~~I!1D:K.. ~JlfL .. §,E.~~a,!<~.~& .. ~ki~ls

! Tinker

(Dec_hf!nt, 1973, p. 95)."

According to

(1971), parents should help children realize that reading is

i--~--"···· . ~ "'"""- -~ ---- -~-- ----·· -~--- . -· -· ·- .-. -' ~--. - - ~----~·-·· -----~" -··----· ---.. ____ ----·· · · · · ---- - - --- ---··-· ·------·--------·· -·-··-··----~---~----~---- --~-~-~ ~---· -··~J
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1 talk written down.
Opportunities present themselves throughout childhood and

1
I

j adolescence for parents to provide growth in language and listening

!

I skills.

i
!

i

First, the child must have the opportunity to express himself

I

because the more he talks, the better he may be able to read (Green,
An excellent time for a child to express himself and develop

1970).

I

Igood listening skills

I

is during mealtime.

Bossard and Boll's study

(1960) pointed out that a child's interaction in family mealtime

j

I

l conversations was an important determiner of his vocabulary develop[ ment and attitudes about his use of language.

However, the child must

l

I first feel that what he has to say is important because others are

Ilistening to him.

I
I

Parents can help their child build an exciting vocabulary.

I meaningful

! language
j
,

"A

I

vocabulary is probably one of the most important of several j

factors (Smith, N. B., 1968)."

Smith also reported that

l

parents who use an extensive vocabulary and are ready to answer
1

I

j

questions are helping their child's reading progress because the child'

1.

can bring vocabulary and meaning to the printed page and understand

I·· the
'

meanings behind the printed symbols.

. I that a

Monroe (1965) concluded

l

i

i

child with a good descriptive vocabulary is prepared to

compare and describe printed words and letters.
Learning to read also involves listening skills.

A child must

l
l

be able to tell the difference between sounds within words 9-nd betweeni
closely related sounds.

According to Lerner (1971), some children

have a learning problem that stems from their inability to understand
speech.

~

I.

"Listening demands that one select appropriate meanings and

organize ideas according to their relationships (Lerner, 1971,
p. 160)."

When a student is asked to listen, he is expected to

understand what is being said, not merely hear sounds.
make this same expectation of their child.

,I

II

Parents should :
i
Lerner (1971) suggests
!
I'

L.... _______ . __________ -- ....................... --·------------..--------····.................................................- ..__ . ._. _________. . . . . . .--------------J
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the following activities which parents could utilize in helping a
child develop his listening skills:
1.

Play games such as consonant blend bingo• by making bingo

cards with consonant blends in the squares.

As a word is read, the

child covers the blend with which the word begins.

He calls, "Bingo!"l

when he has five blends in succession.

i

Encourage the child to make up riddles and rhymes.

2.

I rhyme with box.

example:
3.

You put me on your feet.

For

What am I?

Read a story and stop at an exciting point and ask the child

to guess what comes next.
~Give

Him Experiences to Talk About"
"A concept is the residue which is left with us as a result of

an experience (Smith, N. B., 1968, p. 7)."

In order to understand

what he reads, the child must bring to the printed page a wealth of
concepts.

Experience is the source from which a concept emerges

(Smith, N. B., 1968).

Hence, one of the most useful foundations for

reading success which parents can provide is a variety of experiences

j out of which concepts wi 11 grow.

I··
1

The value of experiences, however, is dependent upon parental

I involvement

and supervision.

Before going on a trip, for example,

. the parent should discuss with the child where he is going and what

I he
I'I

I

might look forward to seeing along the way (Wartenberg, 1970).
Helping a child develop a special hobby or encouraging him to

acquire a pet, and then taking him to the library to find out how to
develop the hobby or care for the pet will allow the child to see the
relationship between reading and his personal interests (Larrick,
1963).

A home atmosphere which fosters a variety of experiences for

the child is important to his reading success.
Television programs can increase a child's wealth of experience
and help him with reading skills.

,

For the younger child, there are

l

I
!

I
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I several programs which give an experience with sounds and words, in
addition to other prereading skills.

The older child's experiences

will be enhanced through educational programs, travel films, plays,
I

! and

newscasts.

The opportunity is unlimited if the parent reads the

I

j television guide and selects programs of educational value, watches

I them with
I

The trip to the library is another effective experience which

I increases
I
I

the child, and then discusses the program with him.

a child 1 s success in reading.

If the younger child attends

story hours, he learns to relate sounds to letters, and to examine

I pictures

for their relationship to words (Mathews, 1972).

He learns

j that reading is fun, and that a trip to the library is a special

I event.

As the child gets older, and this special treat is continued,

the parent should allow him to select books which he can read with

I ease,
1

and which are of particular interest to him, whether it be

I

collecting insects or riding motorcycles.
The language experience

appr~ach

to reading relates the elements

of language--listening, speaking, reading, and writing--to a child's
everyday experiences.

I to

Children are encouraged to use their senses

discover what is around them and then put these discoveries into

r
l words

(Dietrich, 1972).

Children thus learn that reading is part of

I

I the total communication program, and they can be motivated to read
I

I through
I
I

!

~.'Q'ive

their own interests.

Him Books"
Several studies have revealed the importance of reading material

within the home on a child's reading achievement.

Sheldon and

Carrillo (1962) reported that as the amount of fine books in the home
increases, so does the percentage of good readers increase.

According'

to Tinker (1971), by the time a child is two years of age, he should
experience the pride in knowing a book belongs to him, and he should
know how to take care of his books.

By the time he is five years of

15
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lage, he should have several books of his own, a shelf on which to
!keep them, and a good attitude toward care of books.

l

Napoli (1968) showed that the honor students and good readers

jgenerally had more books and reading material at home than the nonlreaders.

I"Give

I
1

Him a Good Model to Imitate':
Much of lear·ning is through observation and imitation.

A child's

'

!success in reading is partially dependent on the attitude toward
j

!reading he has observed from the home.
!

"It seems established that

!children do better in school when their parents model at home the
!kind of behavior related to success in school (Smith, M., 1971,
lp. 118)."

Thus, i f a child sees adults reading for information and

!pleasure, he may conclude that reading is a desirous activity.

II

11

An adult model who has a feeling for the child as a person, who

i loves reading, almost always is a catalyst in bringing a particular
!child and books together in a lasting relationship (Mathews, 1972,
p. 1). 1•

The adult model need not always be a parent.

Brothers and

sisters are important models in a child's reading success (Durkin,
1··1961).

In addition, children will find persons other than family

i
lm~~bers whose lives will influence them.
j

!! to

I

The job of the parent is

be the best model he can, and to help his child find other models

with the des ired personality traits (Krumbo 1 tz , 19 72) .

!

When a child grows up in a home climate conducive to reading,, he

!will become part of this reading-related life style created by parents
!who read.
I

A reading-related life style, according to Mathews (1972),

I

lis a home that is filled with books; magazines and newspapers arrive

l

!regularly; there are quiet places to read, in addition to lots of
1

\activity and excitement over hobbies or current issues.

The people

'

lare fond of reading; they go to the library and check-out a book
!

!while their child is doing the same thing; they talk about what
'
1.~-- ·-··'~··--· ··~·····~--· ..
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I

learning goo:!

reading habits and attitudes.

I

A Gallup International Survey (1969) found that parents of high

r achieving

first graders usually had read to their children from

I infancy.

Parents should read to their children daily, preferably

at a specified time (Smith, M., 1971).

I
I
!

In addition, older brothers

and sisters should be encouraged to take turns with the parents in
reading to the smaller children.

"The younger children look up to

older brothers and sisters and wish to be like them (Smith, M., 1971,
p. 120)."

"Give Love, Encouragement, and Attention"

A child's attitude toward himself and his family influence his
desire to read (Strang, 1964).

Personal relationships within the

home were found to be aids to learning if children are given praise
instead of criticism.

If children are given love, encouragement, and

attention, they will have the self-confidence necessary to tackle the
'
difficult
reading skills.

A positive relationship between parental attitudes and reading

1

I··
l

achievement has been shown in a study previously cited (Della-Piana

I et
1

l
i.

al., 1966).

In comparing the behavior of high and low verbal

girls, it was found that mothers of high verbal girls scored high
in warmth.

II
i

A second study included in this report correlated positive!

attitudes toward child rearing with reading comprehension.

Brookover,

Shailer, and Paterson (1964) correlated the child's self-concept with
achievement.

I

They defined self-concept in a learning situation as a

child's conception of his ability to learn, and found significant

I

I
i.!

li

correlations between self-concept and academic achievement, even when

I

a child's intelligence quotient remained constant.

I

l

'

I
I

----.--------------- -------------------------- ···-··· ---------- --------- -----·------ __________________________________ j
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"Physical Factors Affect Reading"

"In general, good health is conducive to good reading, and poor
health is often associated with reading deficiency (Dechant, 1973,
p. 53)."

l
I

I

Parents are responsible for their child's good eating habits!

and physical development.

Recent studies have shown that diets low inl

protein resulted in both poor physical development and in poor
learning ability (Crissey, 1972).

I

I

Crissey found that a child who is

even slightly hungry is unable to pay attention, to control his
behavior consistently, or to be interested in problem solving.

,.

I

CHAPTER IV

I
II Sununary and

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusio~

The urgent message of this project was that parents play an
II important
role in their child's reading achievement. In order to
I

j develop a manual to publicize this message, an investigation was

I
I

!

l conducted to answer the following questions:

I
I the

1.

What evidence is found in research to support the notion that

I
t

!

home environment and family activities influence a child's a b 1..l.1. ty 1i

to read?

2.

I ability

What types of parent-child interactions influence a child's

I

to read and his attitude toward reading?

I

I

3.

How should this information be presented to parents?

The review of research in Chapter II established the fact that

I there
I

is a positive relationship between a child's environment and

! the learning process, and more specifically between his home environ-

I"

! ment and reading ability.

The socio-economic class of the parents,

I the linguistic background of
'
I child, family activities and

the home, parent aspirations for the
work habits, and educational equipment

Iin the home are environrnental factors which the
!had

I

I

literature revealed

a significant correlation upon a child's success in reading.
Specific family activities were found to have a positive

I relationship
1

to reading achievement.

Children whose parents

j participated in parental education programs were found to have a
I

i greater

success in reading than the children in the control groups.

I

I

! The specific family activities which influence reading were found to
!

I be

numerous.

I

I

1...___..~--~----------~-- ··-··'-'' ~'··-··

I

The most important activities, as revealed by the studies!
'"

-··"··

--- ------. ----·-··· ---··- ---·--
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For the purposes of this project, reading was viewed as a

I

I

I developmental process.

1

Hence, many factors are important to a child's !

I

l

reading success.

In addition to being motivated to read, he must have:

. the physical and experiential background necessary for this skill.

IThere are many things which parents can do

to aid in the

~eading

~

I process of their children. These activities were discussed in detail I
I in Chapter III, and provide a rationale for the project manual.
I
II Family activities which foster language development and an abundance
j of experiences were found to have a high correlation to reading
I

1 achievement.

I the
J

In addition, a positive correlation was found between

quality and amount of books in the home with reading abilities of

the children in the home.

l do

It was also established that children will

better in school when their parents provide appropriate models for

i

Personal relationships wit~in the home were reported to be

I them.

I important determinants
I toward

to reading success.

A child's attitude

himself and his family influence his desire to read.

Parents

I should give love, encouragement, and attention, because when

I··

I significant

! to

do so (Ladd, 1967).

I

I child
i his

/I

adults in a child's life believe he can achieve, he tends

1

s physical well-being, and this is another important factor in

reading success.

that parents

Cfm

/ Itoward reading,

(

Finally, parents are responsible for their

Thus, the survey of literature has revealed

and do help foster permanent attitudes and interests

I

and this is the chief responsibility of the home,

)

\whereas the chief role of the school is to teach specific skills

c

! involving

reading.

I

I

I
la
i

In order to publicize some of the family activities related to
child's reading achievement, the project manual, Reading . . . A

I Most

I

Wonderful Gift (see Appendix A) was written by the author.

L -······--- ····· .............. .
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factors which were found to influence a child's reading abilities
were suggested to parents.
Recommendations
This project revealed that many later reading problems could be
avoided if children had a home environment conducive to reading.
Therefore, further work in the field of parent education might
include any or all of the following activities which involve parents
in the reading process of their children:

I
I

Further study might be made through a survey of specific

I

needs within a target community to determine activities needed at

I

1.

home to stimulate and encourage children's reading.

A parental

education program should then be developed to meet these needs.
2.

The investigator discovered a need for the development of

I

I

· book reviews for parents, giving the titles and a brief description of!
I

books of interest to particular age groups.
3.

I

I amount
I

I1 a
t.

1

~

Further experimental studies are needed to determine the
and type of effect that parental education programs have on

child's reading success.
4.

Further

re~earch

is needed as to the type of community

education programs which would be most beneficial to students and

i which would

attract parents in need of this type of help.

I

I
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